
T R A I N I N G

The Customer Experience Tool KitTM

An innovative and cost-effective approach to developing people in a retail
environment

In a retail environment, payroll costs place an enormous obstacle in the way of traditional
approaches to skill development. For this reason, many retailers choose to overlook the devel-
opment of the very people who embody the brand message and drive sales,for which they have
spent millions of dollars in advertising, signage, displays, and other operational concerns to
establish.

The truth is that store associates are the real gatekeepers of a brand. The customer-facing expe-
riences they deliver either quickly erode a brand or strengthen and sustain it. A shortfall in the
critical knowledge and skills they need to deliver on the brand promises made places all other
investments, and ultimately revenue, in jeopardy.

Our experience of working with retail clients has demonstrated that store managers also play a
critical role in bringing the customer experience strategy to life. Closest to the customers and
the employees who serve them, store managers are the coaches of the business. It is vital they
be engaged and excited by the opportunity customer experience management presents, and
that they possess associate development tools that can be easily adapted to match local market
conditions.

Such tools must also enable managers to reinforce the correct branding experience behaviors
and attitudes with their associates and review event-specific behaviors or problem-resolution
challenges quickly to redirect or reestablish responses more appropriate to the customer-
focused goal.

As one retail client said, “We needed a structured solution focused on building renewed cus-
tomer excellence skills, behaviors, and attitudes consistently across our customer-experience
side of the business.”

The challenges of the retail environment require an innovative approach to people development
at this level. AchieveGlobal’s customer experience tool kit provides the solution to these tightly
linked needs.

At this level, the system is comprised of two standard components:

• Manager Preparation Workshop

• The Customer Experience Tool Kit™

Manager Preparation Session
AchieveGlobal’s Manager Preparation Workshop prepares managers to implement The
Customer Experience Tool Kit™ with their employees. During the session, each participant
receives a participant workbook that gives them an opportunity to follow along with the slide
presentation being delivered. This also allows them to take notes or utilize the workbook to
participate in activities throughout the session. The participants also receive a copy of the
Customer Experience Toolkit™ to use during the session and bring back to their store for
implementation.



Outcomes

As a result of attending this session, participants will:

• Be able to answer the questions: Why are we doing this and who’s involved?

• Understand their role in the implementation of The Customer Experience Tool Kit™.

• Understand what is involved in the implementation of the chats.

• Be familiar with the structure, purpose, and application of each component in The Customer Experience Tool Kit™,
including the chats, and the reference and reinforcement tools.

• Be equipped to prepare and deliver a chat.

• Have practiced delivering a chat.

• Identify resistance they might hear from associates and how to address/work through it.

• Understand the importance and benefit to reinforcing the skills with their associates.

Program Specifications

Audience: District Managers, Store Managers
Recommended Size: 15 participants
Length: 8 hours
Delivery: Classroom
Instruction: AchieveGlobal or Client Trainer (post-Client Trainer preparation)
Additional Recommendations: Key stakeholders/sponsors observe or play a role in this session.

The Customer Experience ToolkitTM

The tool kit is utilized by the store management team in preparing, delivering, and implementing the chats. The kit is divided
into three sections: Prepare, Deliver, Implement.

The following describes the tools included in the kit:

Section 1: PREPARE

Chat List: A tool that provides information on the purpose of each chat. Store managers can use this list as a reference when
prioritizing the chats they will deliver.

Chat Selection Matrix: A tool that highlights key business issues for the organization. This tool aids the manager in identify-
ing the appropriate chat to address specific customer service or sales process issues.

Chat Preparation Tool: A job aid that guides the manager in preparing to deliver the chat. This job aid also provides ideas for
self-customization of the chat.

Sample Prepared Chat: This tool, which works in conjunction with the Chat Preparation Tool, shows an example of a chat
that a manager has prepared to deliver.

Chat Demonstration CD: An audio CD containing examples of a manager delivering different parts of a chat and following up
with associates on the floor.

Section 2: DELIVER

Chats: The chats are grouped into three categories that support revenue generation through a branded experience: Foundation,
Customer Service, and Sales Process. Each chat is approximately 10 to 20 minutes in length. Within each chat a skill or con-
cept is introduced, discussed, practiced, and summarized. Each chat includes several activities that can be conducted with
associates as a follow-up and reinforcement.

Chat Reference Tools: Each chat has a reference tool that can be copied and distributed to associates during the sessions. The
follow-up activities on the reference tool match the follow-up activities in the chat itself. This tool makes it easier for associ-
ates to remember what’s expected of them between meetings.
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Section 3: IMPLEMENT

Chat Tracking Tool: A tool that assists managers in maintaining a record of chats completed by each associate.
This tool also tracks the completion of follow-up activities.

Implementation Guide: A guide that contains tips, guidelines, and information essential for successful facilita-
tion of this training, including information on how to select appropriate chats, prepare and deliver chats, follow
and track implementation, and provide ongoing support and reinforcement.

Keeping the Focus Card: A card that field and store managers can carry with them. The questions on the card
can be used to stimulate dialogue between managers and associates regarding the implementation of The
Customer Experience Tool Kit™.

Outcomes

As a result of conducting chats, the store management team will:

• Facilitate knowledge acquisition and skill building for the store associates.

• Consistently follow-up and reinforce customer service and sales process skills acquired during The
Customer Experience Tool Kit™ implementation.

Store associates will:

• Acquire knowledge in the areas of customer service and sales process to drive the customer experience.

• Have opportunities to practice the acquired knowledge before going live with a customer.

• Effectively utilize acquired customer service and sales process skills with customers in their store.

• Deliver a branded customer experience.

Program Specifications

Audience: Store Management Team, Store Associates
Recommended Size (Chats): Up to 12 participants
Time Required (Chats): 10–20 minutes (varies)
Delivery: Face-to-face
Instruction: Store Management Team
Preparation: Store management to spend time preparing for the delivery of each chat
Additional Recommendations: Store management team to deliver chats

Customer Testimonials

“Such tools help us create a coaching environment in-store, which becomes a positive routine that happens
daily,” says one retailer. “And because they offer coaching guidelines, they become an invaluable aid, especially
for managers and supervisors who may not be experienced in coaching.”

“My people want to be their best and that is the value I see from these tools, how it helps store management
develop their associates’ who might be performing at 90 percent perform at 100 percent.”

“This is the turning point for us as it’s the stage where we take this concept and weave it into our day-to-day
practices through direct manager involvement.”
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About AchieveGlobal

In the 21st century, the level of
human skills will determine
organization success.
AchieveGlobal provides
exceptional development in
interpersonal business skills
giving companies the work-
force they need for business
results. Located in over 40
countries, we offer multi-
language, learning based
solutions – globally,
regionally and locally.

We understand the competition
you face. Your success
depends on people who have
the skills to handle the chal-
lenges beyond the reach of
technology. We’re experts in
developing these skills, and it’s
these skills that turn your
strategies into business success
in the 21st century.

These are things technology
can’t do. Think. Learn. Solve
problems. Listen. Motivate.
Explain. People with these
skills have a bright future in
the 21st century.
AchieveGlobal prepares you
for that world.


